#WDCoffeeTLK Series - May 13, 2015

The Coffee Talk Series is hosted by the National MCH Workforce Development Centers Change Management core on four pertinent topics benefiting the Title V workforce.

Jessica Teel @JessicaTeel1

You don't want to miss this one on Leading Change! #WDCoffeeTLK
twitter.com/DC_AMCHP/status…

Sharron Corle @sharron_corle

thanks for sharing all your great thougths! #WDCoffeeTLK

AMCHP @DC_AMCHP

We will compile all the Tweets in a "story" and post to the @DC_AMCHP website at the conclusion of today's #WDCoffeeTLK.

AMCHP @DC_AMCHP

Please mark your calendar for the next #WDCoffeeTLK Twitter Chat on 7/22 from 2-3pm ET.

https://storify.com/DC_AMCHP/wdc
Carolyn McCoy @corriemc

@sharron_corle mic drop. #WDcoffeeTLK

13 DAYS AGO

Carolyn McCoy @corriemc

Title V is a natural "host" for bringing disparate groups to the table (IMHO)! Excited for the future of health transformation! #WDCoffeeTLK

13 DAYS AGO

AMCHP @DC_AMCHP

Thanks again for joining and participating in today's #WDCoffeeTLK!

13 DAYS AGO

Sharron Corle @sharron_corle

It is the long history of humankind those who learned to collaborate and improvise most effectively have prevailed. C. Darwin #WDCoffeeTLK

13 DAYS AGO

Sharron Corle @sharron_corle

@twittchik co-creating a vision of the future that all parties can agree to is tough work! but starts with a common agenda #WDCoffeeTLK

13 DAYS AGO

https://storify.com/DC_AMCHP/wdc
AMCHP
@DC_AMCHP

We’re about to wrap up the Twitter Chat in the next few minutes. Please share any final thoughts! #WDCoffeeTLK

Donna Yadrich
@twittchik

A5.2: Yes, see larger system; learning to foster generative convo, & need TA to successfully co-create a vision of the future. #WDCoffeeTLK

Sharron Corle
@sharron_corle

ideas on how to generate conversation and reflection in a collaborative? #WDCoffeeTLK

Sharron Corle
@sharron_corle

A5: Systems leadership: Do you see the larger system, foster generative conversation, and co-create a vision of the future? #WDCoffeeTLK

AMCHP
@DC_AMCHP

Q5.2: Do you see the larger system, foster generative conversation, and co-create a vision of the future? #WDCoffeeTLK

https://storify.com/DC_AMCHP/wdc
Sharron Corle
@sharron_corle

@naomihanversonn - truly having a "voice" at the table goes beyond being in the participant list - ideas to share? #WDCoffeeTLk

13 DAYS AGO

Carolyn McCoy
@corriemc

@twittchik I like the idea of ensuring everyone can get in touch for "offline" convos as part of the collaboration! #WDcoffeeTLK

13 DAYS AGO

Carolyn McCoy
@corriemc

A4: It's important to understand "forming, storming, norming, and performing" process of groups. It's allllll good. #WDCoffeeTLK

13 DAYS AGO

Donna Yadrich
@twittchik

Q5 - COACH needed! #WDCoffeeTLK

13 DAYS AGO

Naomi.Halverson
@naomihanversonn

@DC_AMCHIP A:3 Collaborators need to feel they truly have a voice at the table. #WDCoffeeTLK

13 DAYS AGO
Sharron Corle
@sharron_corle

Donna, I like this idea - sometimes you forget who is/was at the table #WDCoffeeTLK

Jessica Teel
@JessicaTeel1

You don't want to miss this one on Leading Change! #WDCoffeeTLK
twitter.com/DC_AMCHP/status…

Sharron Corle
@sharron_corle

thanks for sharing all your great thougths! #WDCoffeeTLK

AMCHP
@DC_AMCHP

We will compile all the Tweets in a "story" and post to the @DC_AMCHP website at the conclusion of today's #WDCoffeeTLK.

AMCHP
@DC_AMCHP
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A5: Systems leadership: Do you see the larger system, foster generative conversation, and co-create a vision of the future? #WDCoffeeTLK

**AMCHP**
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@naomihalversson - truly having a "voice" at the table goes beyond being in the participant list - ideas to share? #WDCoffeeTLk
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@twittchik I like the idea of ensuring everyone can get in touch for "offline" convos as part of the collaboration! #WDcoffeeTLK

13 DAYS AGO

Carolyn McCoy
@corriemc

A4: It's important to understand “forming, storming, norming, and performing” process of groups. It's allllll good. #WDCoffeeTLK

13 DAYS AGO

Donna Yadrich
@twittchik

Q5 - COACH needed! #WDcoffeeTLK

13 DAYS AGO

Naomi Halverson
@naomihalversonn

@DC_AMCHIP A:3 Collaborators need to feel they truly have a voice at the table. #WDCoffeeTLK

13 DAYS AGO

Sharron Corle
@sharron_corle

Donna, I like this idea - sometimes you forget who is/was at the table #WDCoffeeTLK

13 DAYS AGO
Q5.1: How honed are your “systems leadership” skills? #WDcoffeeTLK

@sharron_corle I agree with this all the way. #WDCoffeeTLK

Yes, MCH Navigator - you have to value diversity and demonstrate this by letting people be themselves #WDCoffeeTLK

Q4: Consider compiling “bios” of partners for others to reference over time and make new connections! #WDCoffeeTLK

MT @AliceW_MCH: Be strategic about team building activities starting early on #WDcoffeeTLK

Yes, Jessica, need to know strengths and motivators of players at the table! #WDCoffeeTLK
MCH Navigator
@MCHNavigator

A4: Show that you value strengths of each participant by allowing them space to share (in person/virtually) ideas and their work #WDcoffeeTLK

Jessica Teel
@JessicaTeel1

A4: Getting to know everyone at the "table" is important. Ice breakers or other activities can help break barriers. #WDCoffeeTLK

Michelle Jarvis
@mjarvisamchp

#WDCoffeeTLK

Sharron Corle
@sharron_corle

Yes, Carolyn M. common ground so important, as are treats and laughter #WDCoffeeTLK

AMCHP
@DC_AMCHP

MT @cilenti2: important to have a shared agenda and mutually reinforcing activities #WDCoffeeTLK

https://storify.com/DC_AMCHP/wdc
MT @wte1024: @kmwmr1113 @DC_AMCHP Yes, we need parent reps at the table #WDCoffeeTLK

13 DAYS AGO

@sharron_corle

A4. I think we make a lot of assumptions that as adults/professionals we know how to function in a collaboration, not always so #WDCoffeeTLK

13 DAYS AGO

@corriemc

A4: Common ground is crucial to foster community (and sometimes treats at meetings!). Laughter goes a long way, too! #WDCoffeeTLK

13 DAYS AGO

@kmwmr1113

@DC_AMCHP Q4: using parent representatives from community partners to collaborate and provide input on projects statewide. #WDCoffeeTLK

13 DAYS AGO

@twittchik

Loved Sharron’s quote “Seats at the table are not handed out!” @sharron_corle #WDcoffeeTLK twitter.com/MCHNavigator/s...

13 DAYS AGO
Jessica Teel
@JessicaTeel1

@wte1024 These are great partners. #WDCoffeeTLK

AMCHP
@DC_AMCHP

Q4: How do you foster a sense of community in your collaborations? #WDCoffeeTLK

Jennifer Farfalla
@TheRealJenLeone

A3: As Donna pointed out - we are up to speed on Life Course - can bring this perspective to others #WDCoffeeTLK

Kim W
@kmwmr1113

@wte1024 great answer Wengora!!! #WDcoffeeTLK

Wengora Thompson
@wte1024

@kmwmr1113 join us at #WDCoffeeTLK

Carolyn McCoy
@corriemc

A3: Title V is a natural epicenter for MCH in a state/territory. It's a "one-stop-shop" for what's going on with MCH pops! Q3: #WDCoffeeTLK
Jessica Teel
@JessicaTeel1
@twittchik engaging families across MCH is important. Allowing for different perspectives at the "table" #WDCoffeeTLK

13 DAYS AGO

Donna Yadrich
@twittchik
A3: Title V is ahead of the transformation game. Engagement of consumers & families of CYSHN is a scaleable, replicable model #WDCoffeeTLK

13 DAYS AGO

Sharron Corle
@sharron_corle
Donna - always love your creative ideas to engage families #WDCoffeeTLK

13 DAYS AGO

AMCHP
@DC_AMCHP
Q3: What is the “value add” of working with your agency? What does your agency bring to the table? #WDCoffeeTLK

13 DAYS AGO

Lacy Fehrenbach
@lacyfm
@DC_AMCHP plans to help via an MCH collaboration council. We look forward to aligning with partners. #WDcoffeeTLK twitter.com/MCHNavigator/s…

13 DAYS AGO
Donna Yadrich @twittchik

A2: Jessica - exactly, ask PTAs to sponsor health awards for students/teachers would be a way to engage families across MCH #WDCoffeeTLK

Jessica Teel @JessicaTeel1

@twittchik working with those who are preparing to teach is a great idea. #WDCoffeeTLK

A2: This is a great opportunity to involve families #WDCoffeeTLK

Donna Yadrich @twittchik

A2: Schools of Education etc -- since we are concerned about the Life Course, let's work with those preparing to teach #WDCoffeeTLK

Carolyn McCoy @corriemc

A2: There's great potential for public & private orgs to implement breastfeeding supports of the #ACA and Title V @ the center #wdcoffeetlk

https://storify.com/DC_AMCHP/wdc
MCH Navigator - convening partners around the new NPMs sounds ideal - who are some potential partners? #WDcoffeeTLK

"A2: The medical/clinical community, education organizations...housing/real estate/city planning orgs...."#WDCoffeeTLK

A1: Getting together groups around specific NPM topics sounds like a likely/easy win. #WDcoffeeTLK

A1: use economic analyses to bring partners to the table to improve outcomes for women and kids and reduce healthcare spending #WDCoffeeTLK

Q2: What partners could/would you like to work with on these efforts? #WDCoffeeTLK
Dorothy Cilenti  
@cilenti2  
@DC_AMCHP #WDCoffeeTLK improving health of mothers and babies is core to sustained health improvements across the life span

TerryMD  
@TerryAdirim  
@corriemc And social service agencies and other community based organizations  #WDCoffeeTLK

Wengora Thompson  
@wte1024  
"A1: Heighten awareness of key issues, strengthen the bridges between various state organizations. Need everyone on board. #WDCoffeeTLK

Sharron Corle  
@sharron_corle  
@xamtee love the phrase: "newly" aware silos. newly aware of each other? or that they are siloed? #WDCoffeeTLK

Carolyn McCoy  
@corriemc  
A1: I hope that more clinically oriented organizations see the opportunity to work with Title V on improving MCH pop health. #WDCoffeeTLK
MCH Navigator
@MCHNavigator

Just had great experience pulling MCH & new partners together, but it's time/labor intense. Ideas of how to make easy? #WDcoffeeTLK

Dorothy Cilenti
@cilenti2

Excited to hear how mch leaders are building collective impact #WDcoffeeTLK

xamtee
@xamtee

"A1: Increased awareness of the existence and good work of MCH -- finally collaborate between newly aware silos. #WDCoffeeTLK

Sharron Corle
@sharron_corle

#WDCoffeeTLK - Sharron here - hi everyone, hope you got the chance to view coffee talk 2

AMCHP
@DC_AMCHP

Q1: What are your thoughts on key opportunities for Title V programs in health transformation efforts in your state? #WDCoffeeTLK

Sharron Corle
@sharron_corle

#WDCoffeeTLK hey everyone, hope you got a chance to listen to coffee talk 2

https://storify.com/DC_AMCHP/wdc
Your response to Q1 should look like “A1: Your response.” #WDCoffeeTLK

The format of today’s Twitter Chat will be a Q&A. Q’s will be asked using this format, “Q1: The question.” #WDCoffeeTLK

Please remember to use the hashtag #WDCoffeeTLK when responding to all questions or making any comments!

I’d like to review a few house rules before we begin the #WDCoffeeTLK.

Can’t wait to participate in the #WDCoffeeTLK starting now!

Here and excited for the #WDCoffeeTLK. I already ate lunch but I’m ready to talk about getting to the table!
Thanks for joining us today for our second #WDCoffeeTLK series!

We will be in our 2nd #WDCoffeeTLK series in 5 minutes!

MT @MCHNavigator: Just watched video #2 of @DC_AMCHP's #WDcoffeeTLK great explanation of public health's importance. Looking forward to chat.

Our #WDCoffeeTLK will begin in less than 30 min! Are you ready? bit.ly/1Los3n5

We just watched video #2 of @DC_AMCHP's Coffee Talk-great explanation of public health's importance. Looking forward to #WDcoffeeTLK chat.

The #WDCoffeeTLK is just two hours away. Please join. bit.ly/1Los3n5